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Puiy’s full name is Phonchanan Saenmal, she is Red Lahu, from a family of
poor rice farmers who live in a remote Hill Tribe Village.
Puiy was raised in Children’s homes from a young age, as her family lacks the
resources to provide for her education and needs. Puiy is 162 cm tall and
weighs 54 kg, and as you can see has a beautiful smile. Puiy’s birthday is on
22 June and she will be 18 years old.
Destiny Rescue mission in Chiang Rai supported Puiy for many years and
after closing their children’s home, Puiy was left with no support or
resources to continue her education, even though she had completed two
years of a program in food sciences at Chiang Rai Vocational College.
Puiy was sent back to her village to find a way to survive and thought she
would never be able to complete the dream of finishing her education and
making a better life for herself. Poor Hill Tribe girls that are sent back to
villages have little choice other than to get married off or possibly end up
exploited.
When we got a call from a Pastor friend, asking if we would help Puiy, we
jumped at the chance, and through a few hoops, to get her out of the village
and back into her program although school had already started.
Puiy is very shy, understands very little English, and does not think she is
smart or beautiful, but we know that’s not true and with your help are
determined to give her the opportunity to know the truth, follow her dream
to finish school and learn just how valuable and wonderful she is.
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